Session Start: Sun Jul 27 07:30:17 2008
Session Ident: #simchamber
�09[07:30] * Now talking in #simchamber
�06[07:30] * Topic is '�15#Sim Chamber of the Rebellion �14@ Aniverse �12|�6 http://simchamber.net (NOT ORG :o) �12| �07 MOTD: SRWAP & GBU out!  �12|�4 Upcoming: SRWZ-Master (PS2; Sept 25), Macross Endless Frontier (PSP; Oct 9), Setsuna 00: Setsuna Meisters (PS2; October), Z Grendizer (TV, ??)��'
�06[07:30] * Set by Eis-Mikagami!~Eis@d206-116-15-57.bchsia.telus.net on Mon Jul 21 03:15:00
[07:30] <Wesley_Gibson> If you were cool like joe peschi, you'd have told me to do something better
[07:30] <Nimbus> So Dark Knight is awesome huh
[07:30] <Wesley_Gibson> Shut up
[07:30] <Kaiterra> It was the best since Batman on Ice
[07:30] <Nimbus> like that ledger guy
[07:30] <Wesley_Gibson> nobody likes you
�00[07:30] <SethValentine> Pesci
[07:31] <Wesley_Gibson> You shut up too
[07:31] <Wesley_Gibson> you smell like england, which is bad
[07:31] <Akita> alright I am off to bed
[07:31] <Akita> work tomorrow
�00[07:31] <SethValentine> I smell like roses and tea?
[07:31] <Akita> now that I have money
[07:31] <Wesley_Gibson> no
�00[07:31] <SethValentine> Or I smell of the stench of a severe lack of sheep?
[07:31] <Akita> I am going to start churning out more units
[07:31] <Akita> later
[07:31] <Wesley_Gibson> you smell like... uh... I dunno.  Beans with eggs on them
�05[07:31] * Quits: Akita (~Home@h-67-101-151-184.snfccasy.dynamic.covad.net�) (Quit: there goes Zgokita....�)
[07:31] <Wesley_Gibson> That's what you eat rioght?
�00[07:32] <SethValentine> God no. Beans taste like mass-production and eggs taste like fart. Eating them together is like... mass-produced fart.
[07:32] <Wesley_Gibson> That wasn't a typo.  I'm trying to emulate your vernacular
�00[07:32] <SethValentine> That'd be "roight"
[07:32] <Kaiterra> Let's 'ave a carriage ride!
[07:32] <Wesley_Gibson> I thought so!
[07:32] <Wesley_Gibson> hey kait, go get berlap
[07:33] <Kaiterra> He's alive and he's here fighting ducks with a golf.
[07:33] <Wesley_Gibson> he should see me truly nonsensical before he stop s seeing things.  Like geese
[07:33] <Wesley_Gibson> gesee are cool
[07:33] <Kaiterra> GEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEESE!
[07:33] <Wesley_Gibson> he's the one who's  going blind right?
�02[07:33] * Kaiterra shake fist.
[07:33] <Kaiterra> nope
[07:33] <Wesley_Gibson> It's not like... umb right?
[07:33] <Nimbus> CHARURU
[07:33] <Kaiterra> Nobody does that.
[07:33] <Wesley_Gibson> Cause he'd be a bad blind guy
[07:33] <Wesley_Gibson> cause he'd be all like "are you taking your turn right"  and I
[07:34] <Wesley_Gibson> would not be
[07:34] <Wesley_Gibson> cause I'd have summons in play, and if I bothered to ask him they'd be doing it wrong
[07:34] <Wesley_Gibson> but I'm blind
[07:34] <Wesley_Gibson> So you are not cool umbaglo
[07:35] <Wesley_Gibson> You hear me|!?
[07:35] <Wesley_Gibson> I can't drink like this at home.  Cause they stick you up and take all your money
[07:36] <Kaiterra> Why not just spend all the money on drink?
[07:36] <Wesley_Gibson> I lose all sense of direction if I hang my head ioward a compass point
[07:36] <Wesley_Gibson> it's fucking awesome
[07:36] <Wesley_Gibson> it took me like 15 seconds to read that "k"
[07:37] <Wesley_Gibson> CAUSE YOU LOVE PENIS, THAT'S WHY
[07:37] <Kaiterra> I LOVE TO SPRINK
[07:37] <Wesley_Gibson> THAT'S NOT RE... SPRINK?
[07:37] <Wesley_Gibson> iS THAT A WORD?
[07:37] <Kaiterra> YES IT IS
[07:38] <Wesley_Gibson> tHAT DOES NOT OCCUR IN MY "REGULAR SPEECHICON"
[07:38] <Wesley_Gibson> WHICH IS TO SAY REGULAR PEOPLE DON'T USEIT
[07:38] <Wesley_Gibson>  ALSO YOU'RE FAT
[07:38] <Kaiterra> I'M GONNA MAKE YOU EAT THOSE WORDS
[07:39] <Wesley_Gibson> YOU'RE GONNA MAKE ME WELSH?
[07:39] <Wesley_Gibson> SO i WANT TO EAT THOSE WORDS?
[07:39] <Kaiterra> AS IN I AM GONNA WRITE THEM ON PAPER AND CHEW THE PAPER UP AND THEN GRAB YOU AND REGURGITATE IT INTO YOUR MOUTH
[07:39] <Wesley_Gibson> TO MAKE ME MORE FATTER?
[07:39] <Fleed> ...
[07:39] <Fleed> Literary snowballing.
[07:39] <Fleed> Thanks, Kait.
[07:39] <Wesley_Gibson> MY MOUTH WAS SEWN SHUT IN A TRAGIC TURN OF TH CENTURY ACCIDENT
[07:39] <Kaiterra> I am like a mama bird.
[07:39] <Wesley_Gibson> YOU CAN'T SEW IT more SHUT
[07:39] <Kaiterra> THEN WHY DOES YOU TYPE AND DRINK????????????
[07:40] <Wesley_Gibson> CASUE THAT'S WHAT THE COOL KIDS DOO
�02[07:40] * @Blaine_Kodos enjoys some nachos
[07:40] <Wesley_Gibson> ALSO CAUSE i CAN'T FIND WHERE THE CAPS LOCK EKEY IS
[07:40] <Wesley_Gibson> I think it's here
[07:40] <Kaiterra> What
[07:40] <Fleed> No it isn't.
[07:40] <Kaiterra> You use a cap lock?
[07:40] <Wesley_Gibson> that's what you think
[07:40] <Nimbus> It's wrong
[07:40] <Wesley_Gibson> cause you eat shit
�00[07:40] <SethValentine> Oh that explains why Wes is hyper today
[07:40] <Wesley_Gibson> and are a shit eater
[07:40] <Kaiterra> I would think with a big head like yours it that wou;d be a natural thing
[07:41] <Wesley_Gibson> alsdo Dr. Who is for girls
[07:41] <Kaiterra> That that it would that it would get just stuck
�00[07:41] <SethValentine> Which is why America loves David Tennant
�00[07:41] <SethValentine> Because they're all girls
�00[07:41] <SethValentine> AM I RITE
[07:41] <Wesley_Gibson> That's why they gave David Tennate the place of Bald-Dr
�00[07:41] <SethValentine> Also known as Fucking Awesome Bastard
[07:42] <Wesley_Gibson> so they could replace Christopher Eccleson wiht Pretty-Doctor-Who-Makes-You-Laugh-When-he's-angry
[07:42] <@Blaine_Kodos> Come see the picturesque Baldur's Gate Bridge
[07:42] <Wesley_Gibson> I deleted the number "0" like 50 times to type that
�00[07:42] <SethValentine> I like how Wes makes sense when he's intoxicated.
[07:42] <Wesley_Gibson> I hope you fucking appreciate it you welsh piece of faggot droppings
[07:42] <Kaiterra> Just rip it off your keyboard.
[07:42] <Wesley_Gibson> yeah
[07:42] <Wesley_Gibson> rip it off your keyboard bitchtit
[07:43] <Kaiterra> Along with all your other keys
[07:43] <Wesley_Gibson> yeah
�00[07:43] <SethValentine> Please
[07:43] <Wesley_Gibson> I agree with kait
[07:43] <Wesley_Gibson> kait is the philosopher of our time
[07:43] <Wesley_Gibson> he's like plato
[07:43] <Wesley_Gibson> or playdough
[07:43] <@Blaine_Kodos> He fetches sticks and licks his own balls
[07:43] <Wesley_Gibson> which of them taught naked bath guy?
[07:43] <Kaiterra> http://img525.imageshack.us/img525/9199/dsc00814vn3.jpg
[07:43] <Wesley_Gibson> you... fucuk
[07:44] <Kaiterra> Plato
[07:44] <Nimbus> Archimedes?
[07:44] <Wesley_Gibson> I hate you
[07:44] <Kaiterra> Davey Plato
[07:44] <Nimbus> John Cleese
[07:44] <Wesley_Gibson> thats for girls
[07:44] <@Blaine_Kodos> Dr. Dewgong
[07:44] <Wesley_Gibson> write a real book
[07:44] <Wesley_Gibson> then you can be worthy of my hate
[07:45] <Wesley_Gibson> instead of just attracting it anyway with your effeminate ways
[07:45] <Wesley_Gibson> I hate you anyway, but you can at least deserve it
[07:45] <Wesley_Gibson> shut up kait
[07:45] <Kaiterra> Dint just react to the word, make your own and stouch it along you precipice, I don't need to react to your conformations.
[07:45] <Wesley_Gibson> I totally preempted you there
[07:45] <Wesley_Gibson> yo uare amy bitch
[07:45] <Kaiterra> Aaaa I am aaaaa
�00[07:46] <SethValentine> ]quotecnt
[07:46] <IcyManipulator> There are �667� quotes in this shack.
[07:46] <@Blaine_Kodos> Amy Bitch
�00[07:46] <SethValentine> ]quote 667
[07:46] <IcyManipulator> Quote �667� - <Kudrayvka_Noumi> Hmmm... my speakers seem to be picking up a Bob Ross broadcast or something. <Fleed> �BOB ROSS BOROT� <Fleed> �THE JOY OF INEFFECTIVENESS� <Fleed> �OVER HERE WE'LL THROW SOME HAPPY LITTLE TREES AND SOME HAPPY LITTLE ROCKS AND SOME HAPPY LITTLE BOMBS� <Fleed> �AND THEN WE'LL TOP IT OFF WITH A HAPPY LITTLE SLINGSHOT� (Added by Kold.)
[07:46] <Wesley_Gibson> I was all like "fuck you kait" before you finished typing
[07:46] <Kaiterra> I wouldn't know how to be fucked
[07:46] <Wesley_Gibson> I know
�00[07:46] <SethValentine> Actually you were "shut up kait"
[07:46] <Nimbus> ]quote *kait*fucking*
[07:46] <IcyManipulator> �DENIED.�
[07:46] <Wesley_Gibson> my chair stopped working
[07:46] <Wesley_Gibson> I fell out of it
[07:46] <Kaiterra> I hope your back stop working and you get  workman comp
[07:47] <Wesley_Gibson> and It hink it told me I would burn 	in hell as I fell �ut
[07:47] <Wesley_Gibson> fucking anit-semetic chair
[07:47] <Nimbus> You should sell your chair on ebay then
[07:47] <Wesley_Gibson> not that I'ms jewish]
[07:47] <Wesley_Gibson> no
[07:47] <Nimbus> You could fetch a lot for a talking chair
[07:47] <Wesley_Gibson> it would pass along my secrets
[07:47] <Wesley_Gibson> like that I'm fucked up right now
[07:47] <Wesley_Gibson> but shhhh
[07:48] <Wesley_Gibson> She-Ra can never know
[07:48] <Nimbus> what else would it say?
[07:48] <Wesley_Gibson> nothing
[07:48] <Kaiterra> sssh
[07:48] <Kaiterra> sshhh
[07:48] <Kaiterra> I am speaking into your mouth
[07:48] <Wesley_Gibson> nobody cares what you say
[07:48] <Wesley_Gibson> you're like a disease on the asshole of someone I wouldn't acknowledge for the shame of even aknowledging them
[07:49] <Kaiterra> You're like a aaaaaaaaaaaaaaa a aa... ... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..yep
[07:49] <Wesley_Gibson> roughly translated, me good, you bad
[07:49] <Wesley_Gibson> I had that switched the first time to tell you
�06[07:49] * Shingro is now known as ShinGm
[07:49] <Wesley_Gibson> but then your thetans that you sent to confuse me got too close to the elementary school
[07:50] <Nimbus> Imban?
[07:50] <Kaiterra> You remind me of a nice little shoeshine boy who I used to befriend in the alley down by Gortmann's
[07:50] <Wesley_Gibson> no I don't
[07:50] <Wesley_Gibson> cause i'd have skinned you and eaten your flesh while yous till lived
[07:50] <Kaiterra> I called him Slopey on account of his forehead.,
[07:50] <Wesley_Gibson> and also I'd have had some pineapple
[07:50] <Wesley_Gibson> cause those are good
[07:51] <Nimbus> Durian is better
[07:51] <Wesley_Gibson> if you take off the surface.  Cause the surface of a pineapple does not taste very good
[07:51] <Fleed> Can't imagine why.
[07:51] <Kaiterra> Wes could eat ten durians
[07:51] <Wesley_Gibson> I hit my lip on the keyboard.  I blame you
[07:51] <@Blaine_Kodos> Urgzobb is ten durians
[07:51] <Kaiterra> The smell remind him of home, face nestled deep inside mama's back fat
[07:51] <Wesley_Gibson> fuck you nickserv
[07:52] <Wesley_Gibson> nobod likes you and you have no friends
[07:52] <Nimbus> I thought nickserv and chanserv are friends?
[07:52] <Wesley_Gibson> and when people drink too much they just curse you, cause they'[r confused but they still know yo� eat sh	
[07:52] <Wesley_Gibson> like nimbus
[07:53] <Wesley_Gibson> also, �flahsbang
[07:53] <Wesley_Gibson> I remember when that was a thing
[07:53] <@Blaine_Kodos> �8,0FLASHBANG�
[07:53] <Wesley_Gibson> no
[07:53] <Wesley_Gibson>  upi
�08[07:53] * ChanServ sets mode: +o Kaiterra
�02[07:53] -ChanServ:#simchamber- OP command used for Kaiterra by Kaiterra
[07:53] <Wesley_Gibson> re doing it wrong
[07:53] <Fleed> �FLASHDANCE
[07:53] <Wesley_Gibson> only girls do it that wya
�04[07:53] * Blaine_Kodos was kicked by Kaiterra (youre just wrong perdiod�)
�09[07:53] * Joins: Blaine_Kodos (~zell_dinc@adsl-155-69-143.lft.bellsouth.net)
�08[07:53] * ChanServ sets mode: +o Blaine_Kodos
[07:53] <Wesley_Gibson> joe peschi told me you aren't cool
[07:54] <@Kaiterra> Joe Pesci is a whackjob
[07:54] <Wesley_Gibson> Screlidge
[07:54] <@Kaiterra> You tell him I said that to your face on the internet the next time you're having dinner with him and Robert DeNiro.
[07:54] <Wesley_Gibson> I will lead the muslims against you
[07:54] <Wesley_Gibson> and they'll totally follow cause being dead is better than living in the middle east
[07:54] <Wesley_Gibson> and doubly more gooder than living in wales
[07:54] <Wesley_Gibson> fuck you seth
[07:55] <Wesley_Gibson> fucking revolver loving jigger
[07:55] <Nimbus> So how do you feel about airplane food?
�00[07:55] <SethValentine> I know, I know. Why don't you go and suck on one of those awesome Desert Eagles?
[07:55] <Wesley_Gibson> It's good
[07:55] <@Kaiterra> What's the deal with revolters?
[07:55] <Wesley_Gibson> The...cause
[07:55] <Wesley_Gibson> shut up
�00[07:55] <SethValentine> Because you know they're awesome.
[07:56] <Wesley_Gibson> you're from "nobody-liks-me-ville
[07:56] <Fleed> Wes reminds me of one of the drummers that was in the band of one of mom's ex-husbands.
[07:56] <Wesley_Gibson> my vision is all screwy but I know that
[07:56] <Nimbus> Nobody-likes-wes-ville?
[07:56] <Wesley_Gibson> no such place
[07:56] <Wesley_Gibson> everyone loves me
[07:56] <@Kaiterra> Man don't tell me that, I know that I'm from the real deal and you're just a broke ass nigga
[07:56] <Fleed> He'd get roaringly drunk, yell at nothing in particular about everything he could think of and then he proceeded to walk into every door in the building purely by blind accident.
[07:56] <Wesley_Gibson> not liek kait
[07:56] <Wesley_Gibson> he's blind or some thing
[07:57] <Wesley_Gibson> nmobody luikes lind people
[07:57] <@Kaiterra> I luike lind people
[07:57] <@Kaiterra> But you don't even know anything
[07:57] <Wesley_Gibson> cause if you play a joke on them everyone puts their hand over their mouth and pretends like it wasn't funny
[07:57] <Wesley_Gibson> but it was
[07:57] <@Kaiterra> You don't even try to turn them
[07:57] <@Kaiterra> To get to know them
[07:57] <Wesley_Gibson> I'm falling backward
[07:57] <Wesley_Gibson> kait
[07:57] <Wesley_Gibson> you must carry on my weighs
[07:58] <Wesley_Gibson> while I tip over
[07:58] <@Kaiterra> It's too much trouble, fat fucker
[07:58] <Wesley_Gibson> you're theonly one I trustto not be a shitfuck ass-cock
[07:58] <@Kaiterra> Why don't you juist land in your own vomits
[07:58] <Fleed> Wes needs to jump-kick another fat Mexican girl.
[07:58] <Wesley_Gibson> to be endaring wih your no likcing of these guys
[07:58] <Wesley_Gibson> cause god knows they deserve it
[07:58] <@Kaiterra> I know you say you don't do it, but everybody pukes
[07:58] <Wesley_Gibson> I'm tired
[07:58] <@Kaiterra> It's not like you gotta be emabarrassing
[07:59] <Wesley_Gibson> 333333333333333333333333333333333333333
[07:59] <Wesley_Gibson> three]
[07:59] <Nimbus> four
[07:59] <Wesley_Gibson> wt do yhou thin left hand?:  Do you think3?  nOT FOUR LIKE THAT HOMO-GAY NIMBUS?
[07:59] <@Blaine_Kodos> These threes are what all true warriors strive four
[08:00] <Wesley_Gibson> SHUT UP
[08:00] <@Blaine_Kodos> PUTUHS
[08:00] <Wesley_Gibson> LELOUCHE DIDN'T GIE YOU PERMISSION TO SPEAK
[08:00] <@Kaiterra> OH GOD
[08:00] <Wesley_Gibson> ALSO HE'S IN HIDING SO i CALL YOU 0
[08:00] <Nimbus> UP HUTS
[08:00] <@Kaiterra> HE GET YOU THERE
[08:00] <Wesley_Gibson> AS IN ZERO
[08:00] <@Kaiterra> HE GET YOU!!!!!!
[08:00] <Wesley_Gibson> LIKE THE NUMBER
[08:00] <Wesley_Gibson> ZERO
[08:00] <Nimbus> CHARURU DID
[08:00] <@Blaine_Kodos> You know why he wears that mask?
[08:00] <@Blaine_Kodos> Because nobody would follow anyone drawn that badly
[08:01] <@Kaiterra> beaut works, wes . . . it´´ s this, same!!!!! in front. forever!!! for tobr smile!
[08:01] <Nimbus> YOU'RE ORANGE
[08:01] <Wesley_Gibson> WHAT AGBOUT IF THEY WERE... DRAWN TOGETHER!?
[08:01] <Wesley_Gibson> HAHAHA...
[08:01] <Wesley_Gibson> 2 54 , HABV
[08:01] <Wesley_Gibson> i HABEEB IT
[08:01] <@Blaine_Kodos> Then Live Action LeDouche would have rabbis
[08:02] <Nimbus> Wes, 4chan is dead
[08:02] <Wesley_Gibson> GO RABBIS
[08:02] <Wesley_Gibson> EAT THE CAROTS
[08:02] <Fleed> Gee I'm so glad you were unbanned.
[08:03] <@Kaiterra> I am
[08:03] <@Kaiterra> So shut the hell up
[08:03] <Wesley_Gibson> LOOK IF i WERE DROPPED OFF IN THE RIGHT PLACE i'D TE ASLEEP 
[08:03] <Wesley_Gibson> INSTEZADi'M PAINFULLYHAWARE OF ORU NOTCOOLERY
[08:03] <Nimbus> But you were dropped off in the streets
[08:03] <Nimbus> under the bridge
[08:03] <Nimbus> huh?
[08:03] <Wesley_Gibson> THAT'S WHERE i LEARNED TO EAT THE FLESH OF LESSER BEINGS
[08:04] <Wesley_Gibson> LIKE FIRE ELEMENTALS.  AND IMBAN
[08:04] <Nimbus> So technically you eat lolis too huh?
[08:04] <Wesley_Gibson> MY ARM JUST SLID OFF THIS DESK
[08:04] <Wesley_Gibson> BUT i CAUGHT IT WITH MY MIDDLE FINGER
[08:05] <Fleed> I'm sure it was rip-roaringly hilarious.
[08:05] <Wesley_Gibson> i CAN ONLY ASSUME THAT WAS A MESSAGE FOR YOU
[08:05] <@Kaiterra> Excellent
[08:05] <Wesley_Gibson> WHOEVER YOU ARE
[08:05] <@Kaiterra> Why don't you just let it fall next time, crankstone.
[08:05] <Nimbus> And what is the message?
[08:05] <Wesley_Gibson> THAT MY MIDDLE FINGER IS EXTENDED FOR YOU IF YOU CHOSE TO QUEWSTION WHY i'M INCOHERENT
[08:05] <Wesley_Gibson> WHICH IS YOU'RE A FAGGOT
[08:06] <Fleed> Go to bed, Wes.
[08:06] <Wesley_Gibson> NOT THAT THERE'S ANYTHING WRONG WITH THAT
[08:06] <Wesley_Gibson> i'M SYMAPHETIC TO YOU
[08:07] <Wesley_Gibson> WATCH AS i PLAY A TINY VIOLIN
[08:07] <@Kaiterra> Wes this is the only time you're ever gonna be able to leave here alive
[08:07] <Nimbus> You should turn off your caps lock probably
[08:07] <@Kaiterra> I think you should take it while we all (except Fleed) still respect you.
[08:07] <Wesley_Gibson> i'VE LEFT HERE ALIVE PLENTY OF TIMES
[08:07] <@Kaiterra> (Because Fleed is a woman)
[08:07] <Fleed> (hey don't group me with Shinki)
[08:07] <Fleed> (them's fightin' words)
[08:08] <@Kaiterra> (You and Shinki are exactly the same in like, every respect.)
[08:08] <Wesley_Gibson> THAT'S THE LESBIAN WRITE?
[08:08] <@Kaiterra> NO WRIGHT
[08:08] <Wesley_Gibson> NOT WRIGHT?
[08:08] <@Kaiterra> WRIGHT
[08:08] <Wesley_Gibson> OKAY
[08:09] <Nimbus> SO HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT LESBIANS
[08:09] <Wesley_Gibson> what ever happened to her?  She seemed very down-to-earth
[08:09] <Nimbus> Ahahahahaha
[08:09] <Nimbus> you are really drunk
[08:09] <Wesley_Gibson> also I've recovered enough to use my capslock with proficiency
[08:09] <@Blaine_Kodos> She's probably having lesbian sex right now
[08:09] <Fleed> That's the first funny thing you've said since you got drunk.
[08:09] <Nimbus> ]quote *shinki*wife*
[08:09] <IcyManipulator> Quote �551� - <RachelN> Shinki's dropping out of JitW <Mechalomaniac> Her wife doesn't let her use the internet anymore <BerlapSack> Her wife, ironically, threw her back in the kitchen. <Mechalomaniac> I was never sure if Shinki was the "guy" or the "girl" in the relationship <BerlapSack> Now you know. (Added by Rhianna.)
[08:09] <Wesley_Gibson>  b 
[08:10] <@Kaiterra> The funny thing is that Shinki is a pretty stormy woman.
[08:10] <@Kaiterra> So I gotta wonder about her wife.
[08:10] <Wesley_Gibson> don't keep drinking the hings that someone 50 pounds your senior gives you
[08:10] <Wesley_Gibson> cause you will be asploded
[08:10] <Nimbus> her wife is actually a man
[08:10] <Fleed> Pussy.
[08:10] <@Kaiterra> Man, I bet they just tear each other apart.
[08:10] <Wesley_Gibson> oh yeah?
[08:11] <Wesley_Gibson> well your name is fleed
[08:11] <Wesley_Gibson> htat's not cool at all
[08:11] <Fleed> Your name is �Wesley�.
[08:11] <Wesley_Gibson> That's totally cool
[08:11] <Wesley_Gibson> don't be gay
[08:11] <Nimbus> RON WESLEY
[08:11] <Fleed> Incidentally, the only Wesley I actually knew.
[08:12] <Wesley_Gibson> that's not actually my name
[08:12] <Fleed> And you assume this is mine?
[08:12] <Wesley_Gibson> yes
[08:12] <Nimbus> What is your name
[08:12] <Fleed> You're a dumbass.
[08:12] <Wesley_Gibson> Napoleon
[08:12] <Wesley_Gibson> Napoleon Stalin mcPolpot III
[08:12] <Nimbus> Dynamite
[08:12] <Nimbus> ?
[08:12] <@Blaine_Kodos> Arthur Fonzerelli
[08:12] <Wesley_Gibson> also that
[08:12] <Wesley_Gibson> put that in in the middle
[08:13] <Wesley_Gibson> Aaaaaaae
[08:13] <Wesley_Gibson> er, aaayyye
[08:13] <Nimbus> after stalin
[08:13] <Nimbus> or before stalin
[08:13] <@Blaine_Kodos> Henry Winkler
[08:13] <Wesley_Gibson> fucking y
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�08[08:22] * Disconnected
�08[08:22] * Attempting to rejoin channel #simchamber
�09[08:22] * Rejoined channel #simchamber
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�06[08:22] * Set by Eis-Mikagami!~Eis@d206-116-15-57.bchsia.telus.net on Mon Jul 21 03:15:00
[08:22] <Nimbus> Use your own
[08:22] <Wesley_Gibson> bang bang
[08:23] <Wesley_Gibson> f[03:21] <Wesley_Gibson> bye seth
[08:23] <Wesley_Gibson> [03:22] <Wesley_Gibson> someone go fetch me a gun so I can honor his memorhy
[08:23] <Wesley_Gibson> [03:22] <Wesley_Gibson> with a revoler
[08:23] <Wesley_Gibson> [03:22] * SethValentine has joined #simchamber
[08:23] <Wesley_Gibson> [03:22] <Nimbus> Use your own
[08:23] <Avitar> God, you ARE wasted, aren't you?
[08:23] <Wesley_Gibson> nobody misses you when you're gone but me seth
[08:23] <Wesley_Gibson> also I hate you
[08:23] <@Kaiterra> revolters have extra shots
�09[08:23] * Joins: Ebanis (~youare@97.95.130.138)
[08:23] <Wesley_Gibson> I can afford to drink this much here avi
[08:24] <Nimbus> Now he's gonna start raping ebby
[08:24] <Wesley_Gibson> pfft no
[08:24] <Nimbus> Ebby's gonna start raping you?
[08:24] <Avitar> hy are yu spending your drunken stupor online and not out having a wild intoxicated adventure to retell to us in an amusing anecdote later?
[08:24] <Wesley_Gibson> my eiht arm fall offdesk
[08:25] <Avitar> Well, that would explain it.
[08:25] <Nimbus> your eight arm huh
[08:25] <@Kaiterra> Ha ha ha ha ha
[08:25] <Wesley_Gibson> some girl asay my fie
[08:25] <Wesley_Gibson> big mole on her nose. Is no go
[08:25] <Nimbus> what
[08:25] <Fleed> ]addquote <Avitar> Why are yu spending your drunken stupor online and not out having a wild intoxicated adventure to retell to us in an amusing anecdote later? <Wesley_Gibson> my eiht arm fall offdesk <Avitar> Well, that would explain it.
[08:25] <IcyManipulator> Quote �668 �added by Fleed.
[08:26] <Wesley_Gibson> is good quote
[08:26] <Avitar> Man, I know what you mean.
[08:26] <Wesley_Gibson> in the future they will remember my triumpth
[08:26] <Wesley_Gibson> over seth
[08:26] <Avitar> I hate it when girls asay my fie.
[08:26] <Nimbus> You're that desperate huh?
[08:27] <Nimbus> to win against seth
[08:27] <Wesley_Gibson>  no she's some waitress
[08:27] <Wesley_Gibson> I apparently married her?
[08:27] <Nimbus> what
[08:27] <Wesley_Gibson> I don't think that happened, cause then I hit her and said "you'll never leave me bitch"
[08:27] <Wesley_Gibson> I think
[08:27] <Kudrayvka_Noumi> So I'm thinking that for my move to Massachusetts, it'd be easier to fly and have my stuff shipped than drive for 5 days.
[08:28] <Wesley_Gibson> So maybe thats wher I am now
[08:28] <Wesley_Gibson> but probaly not?
[08:28] <Nimbus> Massachusetts?
[08:28] <Wesley_Gibson> no
[08:28] <Nimbus> where
[08:28] <Wesley_Gibson> whereever it's okayh to beat and then marr some chick?
[08:28] <Wesley_Gibson> and call her bitch?
[08:28] <Fleed> Georgia, then.
�00[08:28] <SethValentine> Las Vegas?
[08:28] <Wesley_Gibson> I think her name is melissa?
[08:29] <Avitar> Maybe Louisianna
�00[08:29] <SethValentine> Is there anywhere where that's NOT okay?
[08:29] <@Kaiterra> ...
[08:29] <Wesley_Gibson> that sounds right
[08:29] <@Kaiterra> MELISSA?!
[08:29] <@Kaiterra> YOU SON OF A BITCH!
[08:29] <@Kaiterra> HOW COULD YOU DO THAT TO HER?!
[08:29] <@Kaiterra> I LOVE HER!
[08:29] <Wesley_Gibson> I don't think that's really her name
[08:29] <Wesley_Gibson> I think it jus starts with an M
[08:29] <Wesley_Gibson> and I made up a name
[08:29] <Wesley_Gibson> also you're a girl
[08:29] <Nimbus> Michael?
�00[08:29] <SethValentine> You sure it's not like, Michael?
[08:29] <Wesley_Gibson> I'm sure
�00[08:29] <SethValentine> What the.
[08:29] <@Kaiterra> Better not be, or I'll get you and I'll tickle the inside of your anus with a fork.
[08:29] <Kudrayvka_Noumi> Yeah, I took a job there.
[08:30] <Wesley_Gibson> My touch is not htat delicate
[08:30] <Nimbus> Bondage Executive Maullar?
[08:30] <Wesley_Gibson> i would  realizeimmediately that fork was in the wrong place
[08:30] <Wesley_Gibson> chicken good
[08:31] <Wesley_Gibson> \go getcorbindalas
[08:31] <Avitar> You jut take it easy now, Wes. Maybe get another drink.
[08:31] <@Kaiterra> I'd make sure to use the right fork.
[08:31] <Wesley_Gibson> I need to beat up some bald guy with hari n the middle of his head
[08:31] <Wesley_Gibson> who doesn't like dog-faced alines, but likes metoer poepole that make his nose bleed
[08:31] <@Kaiterra> Maybe a pickle fork.
[08:32] <Wesley_Gibson> no such thing.  you're stupid
[08:32] <@Kaiterra> Or a fondue fork.
[08:32] <Wesley_Gibson> shut up while I be the fifth element
[08:32] <Nimbus> You should get drunk and be a stand up comedian wes
[08:32] <Wesley_Gibson> which is not apickle fork
[08:32] <@Kaiterra> http://scotweb-objects.com/images/items/thumbs/283x/FLanczos_Q90_sr_abbho_PFSP.jpg Pickle fork
[08:32] <Wesley_Gibson> I will replace yo with a dummy made of ties nimbus
�06[08:32] * ShinGm is now known as Shingro
�02[08:32] * @Kaiterra knows his anal etiquette.
[08:32] <Wesley_Gibson> hje will be ten timbes as cool as you
[08:33] <Wesley_Gibson> cause he willb e madeo f rubber
[08:33] <Wesley_Gibson> and you wills till be made o numbus
[08:33] <Nimbus> he wont have the awesome fro though
[08:33] <Wesley_Gibson> no but shut up
[08:33] <Nimbus> You can't reproduce the 'fro
[08:34] <Wesley_Gibson>  nimbus< rubber
[08:34] <Wesley_Gibson> sneakers cannot be made from nimbus
[08:34] <Wesley_Gibson> without vulcanization
[08:34] <Wesley_Gibson> which causes sulfer to blend to the cross-linked peptide chains
[08:35] <Wesley_Gibson> this makes cool shoes not you, which is gay
[08:35] <Nimbus> Good for you
[08:35] <Wesley_Gibson> I'm sorry
[08:35] <Wesley_Gibson> yhou are cool too
[08:35] <Wesley_Gibson> just not coo like my sneakers
[08:36] <Nimbus> Is your sneaker cooler than the fridge?
[08:36] <Wesley_Gibson> the football player, or the appliance?
[08:36] <Wesley_Gibson> cause fridgerator perry was the man
[08:36] <Nimbus> appliance
[08:36] <Wesley_Gibson> his nickname was fidgerator
[08:36] <Wesley_Gibson> beat that
�00[08:36] <SethValentine> Riot Shield?
[08:37] <Avitar> Oh Wes, Bash.org will love you.
[08:37] <Wesley_Gibson> one time I remember the commentator laughing because he dropped a bunch of cookies on the field
[08:37] <Wesley_Gibson> seriously, he did
[08:37] <Wesley_Gibson> it was [03:21] <Wesley_Gibson> bye seth
[08:37] <Wesley_Gibson> [03:22] <Wesley_Gibson> someone go fetch me a gun so I can honor his memorhy
[08:37] <Wesley_Gibson> [03:22] <Wesley_Gibson> with a revoler
[08:37] <Wesley_Gibson> [03:22] * SethValentine has joined #simchamber
[08:37] <Wesley_Gibson> [03:22] <Nimbus> Use your own
[08:37] <Wesley_Gibson> �AWESOME
[08:37] <Ebanis> What...did you drink?
[08:38] <@Kaiterra> SNAKE JUICE
[08:38] <Wesley_Gibson> aligators
[08:38] <Avitar> <Ebanis> And where can I get some at? >>;
[08:38] <Wesley_Gibson> I actually DID order some alligator tail steaks
�00[08:38] <SethValentine> Is alligator any good?
[08:38] <Wesley_Gibson> just so I could be like "yeah well I ate a alligator.  Also a kangaroo"
[08:38] <Nimbus> is it good?
[08:38] <Wesley_Gibson> I ordered a whole kangaroo leg
[08:39] <Wesley_Gibson> the entire thing.  It was sealed in plastic
[08:39] <Nimbus> Kangaroo sucks
[08:39] <Ebanis> ...Are you in Australia?
[08:39] <Wesley_Gibson> it better not
[08:39] <Nimbus> no seriously
[08:39] <Nimbus> kangaroo meat is blah
[08:39] <Wesley_Gibson> that was some expensive leg
[08:39] <Nimbus> ask any of the australians
[08:39] <Wesley_Gibson> more expensive than an ebanis-leg
[08:39] <Wesley_Gibson> or a sting-ray leg
[08:39] <Ebanis> ...Those...those don't have legs.
[08:40] <Wesley_Gibson> they do not have legs.  I bought these when I was not drinking.  I don't think I ordered sting-ray legs
[08:40] <@Kaiterra> You aren't looking in the right placelele
[08:40] <Wesley_Gibson> that would be bad
[08:40] <Nimbus> You did
[08:40] <Nimbus> and you got ripped off
[08:40] <Wesley_Gibson> we'll see who got ripped off when I barbeque them on a rotisseery and then they stab you in the heart
[08:40] <Nimbus> Are you sure you didn't buy a sting ray leg?
�00[08:41] <SethValentine> CRIKEY
[08:41] <Ebanis> You, sir, are more drunk than man.
[08:41] <Wesley_Gibson> I'm sure
[08:41] <Wesley_Gibson> if I concentrate I can even sit up straight
[08:41] <Wesley_Gibson> I've been wresting my chin on the desk as I type
[08:41] <Wesley_Gibson> I can feel things moving around me
[08:41] <Wesley_Gibson> but they probably aren't there
�00[08:42] <SethValentine> Not once have I seen someone so drunk that they can't even fight against gravity :P
[08:42] <Nimbus> Yeah, they amputated your legs
[08:42] <Wesley_Gibson> nuh uh
[08:42] <Wesley_Gibson> they're still there
[08:42] <Wesley_Gibson> my wife who's name I forget wouldn't want a cripple
[08:42] <Nimbus> Yeah
[08:42] <Nimbus> those are prosthetic legs
[08:42] <Wesley_Gibson> ... are they bionic?
[08:42] <Wesley_Gibson> can I run 60 miles an hour now?
[08:42] <Nimbus> Why don't you check?
[08:42] <Wesley_Gibson> and make sting-rays have legs?
[08:43] <Wesley_Gibson> and sing "dessert rose"
[08:43] <@Blaine_Kodos> They cost six million dollars though
[08:43] <Wesley_Gibson> they do that when you make them have legs
[08:43] <Nimbus> Dessert?
[08:43] <Wesley_Gibson> yeah that
[08:43] <@Blaine_Kodos> West Virginia, mountain mama
[08:43] <Wesley_Gibson> the one with sand, not grahm cracker
[08:43] <@Blaine_Kodos> Take me home, country rose
[08:43] <Wesley_Gibson> whatever kind of dessert that is
[08:43] <Nimbus> not desert?
[08:43] <Wesley_Gibson> I... which is that?
[08:43] <Nimbus> dessert is the meal :P
[08:44] <@Kaiterra> Country roads, dipshit.
[08:44] <Wesley_Gibson> the bad one, or the icecream one?
[08:44] <@Kaiterra> Get it right or pay the price.
[08:44] <@Kaiterra> I'm serious about John Denver.
[08:44] <Wesley_Gibson> okay the non-dessert one
[08:44] <Wesley_Gibson> the bad one
[08:44] <Wesley_Gibson> that's where you go
[08:44] <Nimbus> icecream is dessert
[08:44] <Wesley_Gibson> yeah you get the noont-icecream on
[08:44] <Nimbus> try typing desert!
[08:44] <Wesley_Gibson> the one for hitlers like you
[08:44] <Wesley_Gibson> okay I tried it
[08:44] <Wesley_Gibson> do I have to finish correctly?
[08:45] <Fleed> Ohhhhhh this will be a fun sleep.
[08:45] <Nimbus> It's up to you
[08:45] <Wesley_Gibson> Never let it be said I did not struggle through hardship
[08:45] <Fleed> Crash from no less than three cans of mixed caffeination.
[08:45] <Wesley_Gibson> to godwin your life
[08:45] <Wesley_Gibson> also you smell like curry
[08:45] <Nimbus> You did?
[08:45] <Wesley_Gibson> I did
[08:46] <Nimbus> Curry is good
[08:46] <Wesley_Gibson> it is
[08:46] <Wesley_Gibson> you are not allowed in curry
�06[08:46] * Shingro is now known as Shin_workan
[08:47] <Wesley_Gibson> if I punch hese keys to hard the word sways
[08:47] <Wesley_Gibson> I will write a dissertation on it
[08:47] <Wesley_Gibson> the first sentece will read "Ebanis eats his own scabs"
[08:47] <Nimbus> do it then
[08:47] <Ebanis> A meth addict I am not! :(
[08:47] <Wesley_Gibson> I wiill, I said I would
[08:48] <Wesley_Gibson> if I said I would I will
[08:48] <Wesley_Gibson> don't worry ebby
[08:48] <Nimbus> and if you say I will?
�06[08:48] * Kaiterra is now known as Kait|ZZZ
[08:48] <Wesley_Gibson> I just wrote that paragraph to show how depraved and cannibalistic you are
[08:48] <Wesley_Gibson> you're cool, it's fine
[08:48] <Nimbus> Wes should go to bed with kait
[08:48] <Ebanis> Well I do enjoy the taste of human flesh.
[08:49] <Wesley_Gibson> listen, nimbus
[08:49] <@Kait|ZZZ> Numbis
[08:49] <@Kait|ZZZ> Call him Numbis
[08:49] <Wesley_Gibson> I think kait is cool, but I do not want a ride on his balony-pony
[08:49] <Nimbus> I said sleep with him
[08:49] <Nimbus> not have sex with him
[08:49] <@Kait|ZZZ> It's pornounced buh-log-nuh
[08:50] <Wesley_Gibson> shut up with your canada talk
[08:50] <Wesley_Gibson> it kills the mood
[08:50] <Nimbus> So you were in the mood huh?
[08:50] <Kudrayvka_Noumi> How about his fun truncheon?
[08:50] <Wesley_Gibson> ... jesus christ I still can't cross my legs without having to work hard to assume  an indian-stitting position
[08:51] <Nimbus> Indian sitting position
[08:51] <Nimbus> what
[08:51] <Nimbus> So can you walk straight Wes?
�05[08:51] * Quits: Gouf (Gouf@c220-237-52-11.frank1.vic.optusnet.com.au�) (Quit: Meep Meep�)
�09[08:52] * Joins: Wes|TheLastHoBender (~super_pop@c-71-58-117-195.hsd1.pa.comcast.net)
�02[08:52] * Wes|TheLastHoBender cocks an eyebrow
[08:52] <Nimbus> So can you walk straight Wes?
[08:52] <Wes|TheLastHoBender> I'm sure that blur of color meant something
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